Duquesne avoids being blinded by the light

Raymond Arke
news editor

In late June, Duquesne law professor Robert Barker traveled to the land of deep rainforests, pristine beaches and “one of the most stable and respected legal systems in the world,” Costa Rica.

Barker visited the small Central American country to renew a more than 20-year-old academic cooperation agreement between Duquesne’s School of Law and Costa Rica’s Supreme Court. The program includes Duquesne professors traveling to give lectures, Duquesne students doing internships for the Costa Rican Supreme Court and Costa Rican jurists giving presentations at Duquesne.

Barker, a distinguished professor of law emeritus with a long connection to Central America — especially Costa Rica — was essential in laying the groundwork and building up the cooperative program. He first visited Costa Rica as a member of the Peace Corps stationed in Panama in 1968, not long after receiving his undergraduate and law degrees from Duquesne.

“I was a Peace Corps volunteer not in Costa Rica but in Panama at the time. And we were working to establish a legal services program for the squatter settlements of [Panama City],” he said.

Since Costa Rica had a similar program to what Barker was working on, he made his first trip to the country in 1968.

“I persuaded my boss in Panama to send me up to Costa Rica, so I could take a look and perhaps gain some information that would be useful back in Panama,” Barker said.

The trip was successful, and Barker returned to Costa Rica in 1984 with a research grant from Duquesne to study its system of judicial review, which lead to more trips and the creation of the agreement in 1995.

“From 1984 on, I visited Costa Rica pretty frequently and wrote articles which eventually got put together into a book,” Barker said.

“Duquesne Law School cooperation with Costa Rica began in 1995 when a justice of the Costa Rican Supreme Court, Justice Luis Fernando Solano, suggested to me that a program of cooperation be established between the Costa Rican Supreme Court and...
DU Facilities kept busy over the summer

Michael Rudar, a Duquesne philosophy professor since 2006, will be making the switch to the Political Science department this year.

“A political scientist, philosophy professor or even a political philosopher would have been more apt for this role,” said Rudar.

To me, there is never a time where political philosophy is not necessary. One of the misconceptions about political philosophy, or just philosophy in general, is that it doesn’t have anything to do with the real world. Not only is that not true, it has everything to do with the real world. Not only is it a discipline that we need in order to understand the basis on which our government is built, but Rudar believes that perhaps “now could be a time when we really need it,” both in our political and personal lives.

When asked about the current political climate in relation to studying political philosophy and understanding the basis on which our government is built, Rudar believes that perhaps “now could be a time when we really need it.”

“We are, as Aristotle said, a political animal. And really, politics should involve everybody … it has to do with how we organize ourselves as a people,” Rudar said. “Everybody should see POLI SCI— page 11

Dobish expects these same renovations to be completed on the Bluff Street side of Assumption Hall this coming summer.

Students passing by Gamber Library may have noticed the new student center facilities. The fourth-floor refrigerator and computer rooms have undergone overhauls, as well.

Several campus buildings have seen major projects completed this summer. One of College Hall’s first floor lecture halls has been completely renovated. Libermann Hall now boasts a new fourth floor bio-medical lab and is having its HVAC system replaced over the course of the next few years.

Rockwell Hall’s fourth floor overhaul will be done in late September, according to Dobish, with “new bathrooms, replacement of the HVAC system and the construction of four new business centers.”

The changes that seem to be getting the most attention from the student body are those to the Duquesne Union. Options Food Court has been transformed to now include a popular new Chick-fil-A. The Cinco Cantina and a sushi bar now serve Options’ familiar Mexican food and sushi choices.

The sixth floor of the Union will be the center of Career Services in the near future, slated to open in January 2018.

Facilities Management completed all of these projects despite the construction on Stevenson Street and while under a unique time constraint.

“All of this construction and renovation work had to be completed between spring commencement and the beginning of the fall semester, which was a mere thirteen weeks. Normally, the summer break is fifteen weeks,” Dobish said.

Dobish is happy with the work completed over the summer.

“Overall, I am very proud of our team in Facilities Management,” said Dobish. "We have many projects done this summer and we always manage to complete them with one goal in mind—to enhance the student experience.”

BLUFF BRIEFS

No danger to campus after Fisher Hall incident

On August 23, Duquesne police detained a student who told a professor he had a gun, Public Affairs reported.

Around 2 p.m., the professor approached a student who was wearing a “green Army-style jacket,” according to a statement obtained by The Duke.

The statement said that the student’s hand was inside the jacket, and a “black item” was visible, attached to his belt. When the professor questioned the student, the student said he had a gun. The professor then approached and detained the individual. The student revealed to police that he did not have a gun and that the object was in fact a medical device.

Police are questioning the student and have determined that there is no threat to campus.

POLICE BRIEFS

Greetings young whippersnappers, it’s Grandpa JB taking over your Police Brief section. I’ll be here all year to keep a close eye on you Millennials and the libertine behavior.

On August 15, a student in St. Martin’s was caught with a small amount of marijuana and drug paraphernalia. The officer referred the student to the Office of Student Conduct.

Duquesne Public Safety investigated a room in Towers on August 16 after the smell of marijuana was caught drifting from inside. The student was sent to the Office of Student Conduct. I don’t think this is what Bob Dylan meant when he wrote “Blowin’ in the Wind.”

Also on August 16, an undergraduate student in Locust Garage was found intoxicated. That student was shipped over to Office of Student Conduct.

On Saturday, Campus Police picked up an intoxicated 18-year-old female student on Seitz Street. She was taken to Mercy Hospital and had a visit to the Office of Student Conduct waiting for her.

Also on Saturday, St. Martin residence life staff noticed a marijuana smell and after a search of the RD, found marijuana and drug paraphernalia. The resident was referred to the Office of Student Conduct.

Sunday in the lobby of Brott Hall, a 20-year-old female student was found intoxicated with a fake ID. The case was sent to Office of Student Conduct and two state citations were issued.

On Monday, Residence Life staff in St. Ann’s detected the smell of marijuana. An administrative search was launched and drug paraphernalia was found. The Office of Student Conduct was sent the case. I guess this is one industry, the youths aren’t killing.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

“Politics & Philosophy with an eye towards Greece”

Michael Rudar, a Duquesne political science professor since 2006, will be making the switch to the Political Science department this year.

When asked about the current political climate in relation to studying political philosophy, Rudar believes that perhaps “now could be a time when we really need it,” and that too many people are looking at politics “too narrowly” right now, focusing only on the mechanics without looking through a larger lens.

“We are, as Aristotle said, a political animal. And really, politics should involve everybody … it has to do with how we organize ourselves as a people,” Rudar said. “Everybody should...
Duquesne continues working with foreign
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Picture of the Costa Rican Supreme Court, with whom DU's law school has collaborated.
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Duquesne.”

Solano thought it would be good for Duquesne professors to teach at the Supreme Court’s judicial school, where Costa Rican jurists are trained, and for students to exchange to happen. Since 1995, Barker said that the cooperation has yielded many results.

“A number of Costa Rican judges and Supreme Court justices have visited Duquesne University and participated in a couple of sessions on constitutionalism in the Western Hemisphere. Several Duquesne professors over the years have gone to Costa Rica and given talks at the judicial school, various universities and the Supreme Court,” he said.

Along with the Supreme Court, Barker also mentioned that Duquesne has agreements set up with one of Costa Rica’s top law schools and is working with the relatively young Catholic University of Costa Rica on its law school.

“We have been asked to help advise in the creation of a law school at the Catholic University of Costa Rica. They’re interested in some cooperation with Duquesne,” Barker said. “There’s no specific program yet, but it looks like we will have some sort of working relationship somewhere in the near future.”

The President of Costa Rica even visited Duquesne in the fall of 2014 to receive an honorary degree from the law school.

Along with his many visits, Barker has said at least two Duquesne students have been able to make the trip for summer work.

“Two DU law students in the past visited Costa Rica for summer internships with the Supreme Court of Costa Rica, and they profited a great deal from the experience. They enjoyed it very much,” Barker said. Eduardo Benatuil, a current Duquesne law student, was one of those interns. He called it a “wonderful and unique education experience.” Costa Rica’s Supreme Court is divided into four chambers, each of which deal with a certain topic. Benatuil was placed in the Constitutional Chamber.

“As an intern, the first few days of my internship were spent learning about the Constitutional Chamber’s procedure, and familiarizing myself with how constitutional questions were brought to the court, reviewed by clerks and deliberated upon by Magistrates,” he said.

As the internship progressed, he was primarily tasked with working on health care issues.

“My main focus in my internship was to work on constitutional and questions pertaining to healthy care. I was given the opportunity to draft legal opinions and Supreme Court orders, in Spanish. [and I] prepared constitutional protective orders for health, restraining orders and injunctions to ensure the prevention of health care abuses of patients and petitioners,” Benatuil explained.

Benatuil explained that interning in a foreign court helped him in numerous ways.

“The experience helped me learn about the unique attributes and functions of the judicial system of Costa Rica, as well as the different elements of the nation’s health care system. The internship experience also gave me a unique opportunity to work and interact with judges, Magistrates, law clerks and government officials, and also allowed me to draft protective orders and legal opinions that were used/published in actual cases involving institutional questions of health care,” he said.

Ken Gormley, President of Duquesne and former dean of the law school, also praised the Costa Rican connection.

“This has been an extraordinary experience for our students, who have had the chance to work directly for Justices of the Supreme Court and utilize their knowledge of both American and international law to assist the Court,” he said.

He pointed out the links between a school and a foreign country’s top judicial body continue in the future.

“Costa Rica, a nation with a strong Catholic tradition and a stable democratic form of government, has been an ideal partner for Duquesne’s students and faculty, which has benefited the entire institution,” Gormley said. “We are looking forward to a rich and fruitful relationship between the Costa Rica Supreme Court and Duquesne for many years to come.”

In addition to the fine, Guskey paid a “small fine” for each of the three charges.

According to Phil DiLucente, Guskey’s attorney, she entered into a plea agreement with the District Attorney’s office, the victim, as well as the police officer.

Guskey pleaded guilty to three charges of summary disorderly conduct on Tuesday. As part of the deal, she had to pay a “small fine” for each of the three charges, DiLucente said.

In addition to the fine, Guskey paid for the damage of the cars to the satisfaction of all involved.

“All the parties left happily and neighborly,” DiLucente said.

Guskey is currently facing a civil case stemming from the same incident for $9,241 that DiLucente says should be resolved shortly.

“ALL THE PARTIES LEFT HAPPILY AND NEIGHBORLY.”

— PHIL DILUCENTE, AUDREY GUSKEY’S ATTORNEY

Duquesne prof enters plea deal over keying cars

“THIS HAS BEEN AN EXTRAORDINARY EXPERIENCE FOR OUR STUDENTS, WHO HAVE HAD THE CHANCE TO WORK DIRECTLY FOR JUSTICES OF THE SUPREME COURT AND UTILIZE THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF BOTH AMERICAN AND INTERNATIONAL LAW TO ASSIST THE COURT,” HE SAID.

He pointed out the links between a school and a foreign country’s top judicial body continue in the future.

“COSTA RICA, A NATION WITH A STRONG CATHOLIC TRADITION AND A STABLE DEMOCRATIC FORM OF GOVERNMENT, HAS BEEN AN IDEAL PARTNER FOR DUQUESNE’S STUDENTS AND FACULTY, WHICH HAS BENEFITED THE ENTIRE INSTITUTION,” GORMLEY SAID. “WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO A RICH AND FRUITFUL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE COSTA RICA SUPREME COURT AND DUQUESNE FOR MANY YEARS TO COME.”

In addition to the fine, Guskey paid a “small fine” for each of the three charges.

According to Phil DiLucente, Guskey’s attorney, she entered into a plea agreement with the District Attorney’s office, the victim, as well as the police officer.

Guskey pleaded guilty to three charges of summary disorderly conduct on Tuesday. As part of the deal, she had to pay a “small fine” for each of the three charges, DiLucente said.

In addition to the fine, Guskey paid for the damage of the cars to the satisfaction of all involved.

“All the parties left happily and neighborly,” DiLucente said.

Guskey is currently facing a civil case stemming from the same incident for $9,241 that DiLucente says should be resolved shortly.

Mike Manko, spokesman for the Allegheny County District Attorney’s office, could not be reached for comment.

Bridge Rare, Chief Marketing and Communications Officer, released the following statement from Duquesne: “The University has previously expressed its disappointment regarding the conduct and is pleased she has taken responsibility for her actions and that the matter has been resolved.”

Fare confirmed that Guskey remains a tenured professor but declined to say if she faced any discipline from the University.

English prof gets grant to help examine impact of local refugee
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when she realized that many of her refugee ESL students had no access to books in their native tongues.

“Many of these families fled their homes and showed me if and how the books impact the relationship between refugee parents, their new community and their children’s teachers.”

I want to know how this project influences refugee family literacy and their language use,” Chao said. “Nation-wide, there is a big gap between refugee families and their school … This might be a way for [the parents] to get more involved in their children’s school life.”

Chao explained that parental involvement in school is often limited for refugee families, due to language and cultural differences. She has been involved in the project as an ethnographic researcher, which means she will observe if and how the books impact the relationship between refugee parents, their new community and their children’s teachers.

“I want to know how this project influences refugee family literacy and their language use,” Chao said. “Nation-wide, there is a big gap between refugee families and their school … This might be a way for [the parents] to get more involved in their children’s school life.”

Chao explained that parental involvement in school is often limited for refugee families, due to language and cultural differences. She has been involved in the project as an ethnographic researcher, which means she will observe if and how the books impact the relationship between refugee parents, their new community and their children’s teachers.

“I want to know how this project influences refugee family literacy and their language use,” Chao said. “Nation-wide, there is a big gap between refugee families and their school … This might be a way for [the parents] to get more involved in their children’s school life.”

Chao explained that parental involvement in school is often limited for refugee families, due to language and cultural differences. She has been involved in the project as an ethnographic researcher, which means she will observe if and how the books impact the relationship between refugee parents, their new community and their children’s teachers.

“I want to know how this project influences refugee family literacy and their language use,” Chao said. “Nation-wide, there is a big gap between refugee families and their school … This might be a way for [the parents] to get more involved in their children’s school life.”

Chao explained that parental involvement in school is often limited for refugee families, due to language and cultural differences. She has been involved in the project as an ethnographic researcher, which means she will observe if and how the books impact the relationship between refugee parents, their new community and their children’s teachers.

“I want to know how this project influences refugee family literacy and their language use,” Chao said. “Nation-wide, there is a big gap between refugee families and their school … This might be a way for [the parents] to get more involved in their children’s school life.”

Chao explained that parental involvement in school is often limited for refugee families, due to language and cultural differences. She has been involved in the project as an ethnographic researcher, which means she will observe if and how the books impact the relationship between refugee parents, their new community and their children’s teachers. Chao is partnering with a local library project to study the effects of a bilingual picture book on refugees.
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to study the effects of a bilingual picture book on refugees.
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to study the effects of a bilingual picture book on refugees.
TAYLOR SWIFT TRIAL IS VICTORY FOR ALL WOMEN

On Monday Aug. 14, a jury ruled in favor of Taylor Swift in her countersuit against former DJ David Mueller for alleged assault and battery. Swift’s victory should be a story for women everywhere who have experienced sexual assault.

Swift held a meet-and-greet at the Denver Pepsi Center on June 2, 2013, in which she posed for a photo with Mueller and his girlfriend at the time. Mueller reached his hand under Swift’s skirt and grabbed her “bare ass” (Swift’s exact words in court). The police were never called, but the singer’s team did notify Mueller’s bosses at KYGO radio.

Swift went on to perform that night without the public knowing of the previous events. Mueller was fired from KYGO two days later.

Fast forward 2 years later, Mueller sues Swift for $3 million. He claimed her false accusations from that night resulted in wrongful termination and did irreparable harm to his reputation. Swift decided to prove a point and countersued Mueller for assault and battery a month later.

A lot of mixed reactions have come up online regarding Swift’s trial, some positive, and some criticizing the pop-star for going to court over something they believe to be a trivial offense.

It’s kind of understandable how one would be skeptical at first because of how Swift has played the victim for most of her career, i.e.: consistently writing only break-up songs or trying to finesse Kanye West. However, letting this go would mean Swift would be disdaining thousands of women.

In a court statement, Swift thanked her legal team and the judge for “fighting for me and my story.” She plans to make donations in the future to multiple organizations that aid sexual assault. She also thanked the jury for their decision.

One in four women have experienced some sort of sexual violence. Sexual violence is a general term to describe sexual harassment, rape, or any sort of unwanted sexual contact. When someone is unable to or does not consent to sexual activity, it is considered sexual violence, which is very serious and under-reported.

The reason it isn’t taken so seriously can be attributed to “rape culture.” Rape culture is a term first coined in the 70’s to educate the public on how common rape actually is. Basically, rape culture stems from ideas of misogyny and gender inequality that ultimately lead to the oppression of women. It gives men the idea that women are property, that they are deserving of sexual violence or had “asked for it” in some way.

Victim blaming, essentially a symptom of rape culture, considers the assault victim to be at fault or responsible. Because of this, 6% do not report rape said it was because of fear of not being believed by police.

The thing is, sexual assault doesn’t have to be as violent as rape. Sometimes it’s as little as being touched in an inappropriate way. The feelings a victim feels from non-consented sexual contact can be shame, rape, fear or anything in between. Consider the feelings of the victim, no matter the type of assault.

In a court statement, Swift thanked her legal team and the judge for “fighting for me and anyone who feels silenced by a sexual assault.” She plans to make donations in the future to multiple organizations that aid sexual assault victims.

Doug Baldridge, Swift’s lawyer, said during the closing arguments, “By returning a verdict in favor of Swift, the jury sent a very clear message to the world that women in this situation...You will tell every woman...that no matter what, women everywhere who have experienced sexual assault should be supported and have justice served.”

Shivani Gosai is a senior journalism major and can be reached at gosais@duq.edu.
Oakland’s Stephen Foster statue causes controversy

ALISON CARACCILO
staff columnist

Damon Young, a nationally known blogger of Very Smart Brothas, is calling it the most racially insensitive statue, and it is located here in Pittsburgh. The question now is, “What do we do about the Stephen Foster Statue?”

Stephen Foster, a famous Pittsburgh native who was known as the “Father of American Music,” was a songwriter in the early 1800’s who was the first to use enslaved African Americans in his songs.

Foster is best known for songs like “Oh! Susanna,” and “Camptown Races.” Foster’s songs have been heard and sung through every generation. He is a historic music legend. But with recent media coverage, people are asking whether the old statue should be destroyed. Everyone believes the 120 year old statue should be destroyed. It is a shame we have come to a point where everyone seems to be walking on eggshells around one another, especially when around a diverse group of people. It’s like we are all waiting for that one person to explode because they were offended in some way.

It seems our world has been at odds with each other, where everyone is skat ing by on a very thin layer of ice. Monuments like that of the Stephen Foster statue are taunting the devil to play with fire.

I think every opinion and voice should be heard, and if they decide to take down the statue, I think the city should find another way to showcase his importance to the area. I believe if it wasn’t for the heightened sensitivity around racial differences, the issue about the Stephen Foster statue would not be this controversial. I almost feel bad that such a historical icon is receiving such a negative backlash, but on the other hand, I can see why. There are so many other ways to give recognition to Stephen Foster, rather than this racially offensive statue. It is a shame we have come to a point where everyone

This statue couldn’t capture a more stereotypical image of a black man in comparison to a white man. Stephen Foster is praised around the world for his contribution to American music, but the way Moretti decided to give tribute to Foster did not serve him any honor. Rather it was shame, and now he is casted in a negative light. The way I see modern society advances, the more I see the growth of inequality among one another.

These civil era monuments are honoring predominantly white American men during a time where our nation was at extreme odds with African Americans and equal rights. Yes, these men deserve a spot in history, but do they deserve a statue in today’s society? Probably not.

Paradise Gray, a hip-hop activist, musician and writer told the Pittsburgh Post Gazette, “He’s doing what the music industry does today: He’s got a black slave playing the music, and he’s going to end up with the copyright.”

On the contrary, local news station KDKA reports that not everyone believes the 120 year old statue should be destroyed. The President of the Lawrenceville Historical Society Tom Powers told KDKA that this statue is a monument dedicated to one of the most famous musicians in 19th century American History. Powers believes this statue should stay to showcase American history for the good and bad, should be acknowledged as a teaching moment and have some placed to detail why this statue was made in the first place.

I think the recent, intense, hate-filled rallies of white nationalists has made statues like these painful to look at. It is like an instant reminder of the inequalities still in this world today. So what should Pittsburgh do with the Stephen Foster statue? Foster without a doubt deserves a remembrance for his impact on American popular music and the fact he was from the city of Pittsburgh.

I think the city should find another way to showcase his importance to the area. I believe if it wasn’t for the heightened sensitivity around racial differences, the issue about the Stephen Foster statue would not be this controversial. I almost feel bad that such a historical icon is receiving such a negative backlash, but on the other hand, I can see why. There are so many other ways to give recognition to Stephen Foster, rather than this racially offensive statue. It is a shame we have come to a point where everyone

ARIES
Do some research on your dreams, they will provide insight on recent stress. Your subconscious mind is very active right now, so pay attention to what it’s trying to tell you.

TAURUS
Keep some distance from your romantic partner. Focus on yourself and your daily routine for a bit. Plan a fun date this weekend!

GEMINI
Emotional stress from the new positions of the planets are putting a lot of weight on your shoulders. Focus your energy into maintaining your new schedule.

CANCER
Spend more time with others this weekend. Step outside of your usual circle of friends. You may meet a new romantic interest this weekend, but proceed with caution.

LEO
Your busy schedule will cause you to get frustrated with close friends or family. Be patient and politely ask to reschedule.

VIRGO
Even as the most dependable zodiac, it’s okay to admit you have your off days. Pay more attention to a recent change in your life, but choose your words carefully, because what you say is vital.

LIBRA
Money may seem like an issue right now, but it’s only temporary. New opportunities this weekend will bring good fortune and important change.

SCORPIO
Something has been bothering you recently and it’s best to not keep it inside. Say it how it really is. The truth will heal you.

SAGITTARIUS
Connect with your creative side and keep things light. Let your artistic abilities promote your productivity this week.

CAPRICORN
A spontaneous idea from a friend will have you daydreaming at first, but definitely go for it. Be adventurous and hold this weekend.

AQUARIUS
Chances are your imagination is running wild this weekend. Use that to your advantage, but be aware of how others perceive your actions.

PISCES
Have open arms this week. Be ready to receive a lot of affection, although that is not something you usually enjoy. Remember: Giving is equally as important.
New campus concessions bring new obsessions

Echoing our beloved Chipotle, Cinco Cantina offers a new, healthier alternative to Chick-fil-A. It took the place of the chicken-and-fries counter that we knew last year. Rumer Key, a sophomore journalism and multimedia arts major, is one of its new student employees.

"It’s great so far," Key said. "Today at the opening, it was really packed, so students are really excited — especially because we accept meals, Flex and Plus."

Meal swipes are especially convenient, as they’ll allow you to get your chicken fix on the university’s dime rather than your own. But how far can a meal swipe’s $5.50 go?

Far enough, according to Key.

Chick-fil-A’s online menu places 12 chicken nuggets at $4.45, and the 8-piece combo, which includes a medium tea or soft drink and a choice of a medium side, will run you $5.95. After a meal swipe, you’ll be left with less than 50 cents of your own cash (or FLEX) to fork over. It might be more expensive, but judging by the crowds gathering around Options, many students think it’s worth the extra cost.

While a new Chick-fil-A is exciting, it also throws a few f-words into the mix: fast and food. Sure, it might be better for you than a Big Mac, Whopper or Baconator, but in this case, better isn’t necessarily synonymous with good. Of course, chicken nuggets once a week won’t kill you, and everything can be healthy in moderation, but students, such as sophomore education major Caroline Combemale, are realizing that it’s difficult to find on-campus dining options that suit their greener lifestyles.

“I believe that more vegan options would be beneficial. Dining services briefly ran a vegan club, but they posted the wrong times, and, as a result, nobody showed up,” Combemale, a vegan, recalled. "The first session, however, had the accurate time and place, and there was a large turnout. I’d say at least 25 students were there.”

“The school had the opportunity to expand their vegan options, but they chose an unhealthy chain,” Combemale continued. “We have burgers and fries in Towers and at Red Ring. Why do we need another place?”

Along with the Chick-fil-A, a new, somewhat healthier Mexican eatery has opened up to give taco lovers their Tuesday fix. It’s called Cinco Cantina, and it took the place of the chicken-and-fries counter that we knew last year. Itmor has it that Cinco Cantina is a few steps closer to healthy dining than it’s fast-food neighbor.

Accepting meal plans as well as personal payments like cash, Chick-fil-A’s lines are always long. morning around lunchtime, and if that’s at all indicative of its popularity, the Bluff’s powers-that-be might’ve finally gotten something right when it comes to food that satisfies.

In addition to the new campus canteens, Duquesne has renovated a classic favorite: the Starbucks in the Union. A popular stop for students on their way to their pesky 8:00 a.m. lecture, the café now boasts new décor that blends modern styles with a rustic look that ties the whole thing together. A wider counter allows for less of a build up at the end of the line, and additional seating invites more students to make the space their own for studying, doing homework or just hanging out.

And at the heart of this new Starbucks rests a table that can seat up to eight with a charging port at the center, making it even easier for students to utilize the environment as both an academic space and a social one.

But for as popular as these new choices and renovations are, some students might worry that Options isn’t living up to its name. Rockwell’s market. There used to be a deli for sandwiches, a Greek yogurt bar, a Mexican-inspired station, a sushi bar and a chicken-and-fries quick-stop that offered mac and cheese. But now the size of Chick-fil-A and Cinco Cantina has resulted in all other options being taken out or moved, aside from the small freezer containing two or three different sushi trays. A slightly smaller version of the Chobani bar, for example, now resides at Incline. Another can be found in Rockwell’s market.

Regardless, though, students are hopeful that this is at least a step in the right direction. Some might argue that Options’ new choices offer quality over quantity, and no matter how exciting or anticlimactic these new dining delights may seem, there’s no denying the fact that students are embracing the new eats en masse like a breath of fresh air.
After being eliminated from the Atlantic 10 Championship tournament in the opening round for the second-consecutive season in a row, head coach Chase Brooks and the Duquesne Dukes men's soccer team are on a mission to prove that they can compete with the A-10's best this season.

With the 2017 regular season opener right around the corner, the Dukes hope to start strong early on.

Their journey will officially begin Friday night as they take on St. Francis in what will be the regular season opener for both teams. Following Sunday's 3-0 exhibition win against Seton Hill, Coach Brooks commented on how he felt the team looked heading into their final week of training.

"Guys right now, it's a very intense environment, a very professional environment," Brooks said. "Now we're just fine-tuning a couple things before St. Francis."

"We know it's not going to be perfect when we step on the field against them, but I think tonight was definitely a step forward."

Redshirt junior Austin Stout lit up the scoreboard first for the Dukes with his goal in the third minute of the match. Sophomores Ryan Landry and Zach Hall would later add insurance goals for Duquesne in the second half.

The three players that scored on Sunday totaled a combined six goals last season, and are expected to be even bigger contributors this year, alongside last season's leading scorer, Fredrik Borenstein.

Borenstein led the Dukes with three goals last season.

"If you always wonder where your goals are going to come from every year, and it was nice to see a couple different guys get on the score sheet tonight," Brooks said. "I know defensively we're going to continue to shore things up and make sure we're absolutely solid there, but from an offensive point of view, it was great to see us break out tonight."

Nigel Seidu, Cody West, Ian Larson and Peace Drevitch all return this season and will now man the backline for Duquesne.

The departure of several seniors from last year's squad left a number of holes in the starting lineup, but Brooks has a pretty good idea of who will be starting on Friday night.

"I think we're close. Some guys definitely made a case for themselves tonight," Brooks said. "Now we get to go back and look at some video, rehash it a little bit and see where we're at."

One ongoing position battle that remains unresolved is the starting goalkeeper job. Redshirt sophomores Scott Rissler and Robbie McKeel each saw one half of action in the preseason win over Seton Hill. Though the keepers have split playing time in the preseason, only one will see minutes once the regular season kicks off.

"We're looking for one keeper, so tonight was sort of that final test of two guys to see who would be the man," Brooks said. "So again, now we get to reassess and figure out what we're going to do with."

Regardless of who mans the net for Duquesne this year, graduate senior and team captain Cody West believes he and his team have what it takes to make some noise this season.

"We put in a lot of work in the preseason to get the team all on the same page. I feel great," West said following Sunday's game.

"Going into the season opener on Friday is great. I feel like we'll come out with a lot of energy. We really wanted to use this game as a building block. We wanted to put our training sessions into a game situation, so I think we'll be fine going into St. Francis and I'm looking forward to it," West said.

West has been at Duquesne since 2013. In his time here, West has experienced the frustrations that come along with disappointing postseason runs, and he is determined to wrap up his final season on the Bluff on a high note.

"Every time I step on this field, that stings a little bit," West said. "We always make it to the tournament as underdogs, but leaving the tournament every single year in the first round is not acceptable. We talk about that day in and day out. It's unacceptable and we need to do better."

The Dukes begin their regular season Friday at St. Francis, and hope to return home with a win in hand ahead of their home opener on Sunday at 12:00 p.m. versus Bloomsburg.

Duquesne's women's soccer team opened the school's 2017-18 athletic campaign – effectively ushering in the school’s Nike era – with a 1-0 loss to crosstown rival Pitt on Aug. 20.

Panthers freshman Vildan Kardesler beat Duquesne goalie Kyra Murphy in the 101st minute of action to hand the Dukes their first loss of the year. Pitt moved to 2-0-0 on the season, already matching their win total from all of last year.

Though Duquesne ultimately lost in its first match of the season, the effort that the Dukes displayed was encouraging.

A major bright spot for the team was the play of junior goalkeeper Kyra Murphy. Pitt registered nine shots on goal, and Murphy's impressive play kept the Panthers off of the scoreboard early on in the match.

In the 29th minute, Murphy made a key save on Pitt forward Taylor Pryce's point-blank shot to keep the score tied at zero. With 17 minutes remaining in the first half, Pryce nearly put the Panthers up once again when her header rang off of the crossbar. During the second half, Duquesne spent more time in possession, effectively stymying Pitt's offensive attack. In the first 45 minutes of action, Pitt managed to register nine total shot attempts to Duquesne's three. In the second half, both teams registered an even five shots.

Six of Murphy's eight saves came in the first 45 minutes. A back-and-forth second half saw both teams create quality scoring chances. The closest that Duquesne came to breaking the scoreless tie was on Katie O'Connor's shot with 13 minutes left to go in regulation, which narrowly missed the net, just to the left.

Following 90 minutes of scoreless play, the game continued into sudden-death overtime. It would take two overtime periods until Vildan Kardesler netted her first collegiate goal in the 101st minute of action from 20-yards out. The Steinfurt, Germany native’s goal gave Pitt their second win on the year.

Duquesne coach Al Alvine expressed his disappointment with the match's outcome postgame.

"I thought after a poor first half from us, we came into our own in the second half," Alvine said. "We played well and created some really good chances in both halves, so disappointed that we weren’t able to score."

“As far as first games go, [we saw] some good things, some things we can build on. Obviously, some things that we need to work on, but we’ll put this behind us and work toward next weekend.”

The women’s soccer team will face Oakland on Aug. 25 in their next game. The Golden Grizzlies are 0-2-0 on the year following a 5-1 loss versus Bowling Green and a 3-1 loss at Western Michigan. The match is scheduled for 7:00 p.m. at Rooney Field.

The following game's Friday evening match, the Dukes will travel to take on national powerhouse West Virginia on Aug. 27 in a 5:00 p.m. match. Ranked No. 1 in the nation, the Mountaineers opened their season with a 1-0 win at Georgetown on Aug. 18. They face Virginia on Aug. 24 before their Aug. 27 match vs. Duquesne.

The match against the nation’s top team will serve as an early barometer for how successful the Dukes may be this season.

**SPORTS**

**2017-18 Duquesne Men's Soccer Primer**

**David Borne**

staff writer
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Though Duquesne ultimately lost in its first match of the season, the effort that the Dukes displayed was encouraging.

A major bright spot for the team was the play of junior goalkeeper Kyra Murphy. Pitt registered nine shots on goal, and Murphy's impressive play kept the Panthers off of the scoreboard early on in the match.

In the 29th minute, Murphy made a key save on Pitt forward Taylor Pryce's point-blank shot to keep the score tied at zero. With 17 minutes remaining in the first half, Pryce nearly put the Panthers up once again when her header rang off of the crossbar. During the second half, Duquesne spent more time in possession, effectively stymying Pitt's offensive attack. In the first 45 minutes of action, Pitt managed to register nine total shot attempts to Duquesne's three. In the second half, both teams registered an even five shots.

Six of Murphy's eight saves came in the first 45 minutes. A back-and-forth second half saw both teams create quality scoring chances. The closest that Duquesne came to breaking the scoreless tie was on Katie O'Connor's shot with 13 minutes left to go in regulation, which narrowly missed the net, just to the left.

Following 90 minutes of scoreless play, the game continued into sudden-death overtime. It would take two overtime periods until Vildan Kardesler netted her first collegiate goal in the 101st minute of action from 20-yards out. The Steinfurt, Germany native’s goal gave Pitt their second win on the year.

Duquesne coach Al Alvine expressed his disappointment with the match's outcome postgame.

"I thought after a poor first half from us, we came into our own in the second half," Alvine said. "We played well and created some really good chances in both halves, so disappointed that we weren’t able to score."

“As far as first games go, [we saw] some good things, some things we can build on. Obviously, some things that we need to work on, but we’ll put this behind us and work toward next weekend.”

The women’s soccer team will face Oakland on Aug. 25 in their next game. The Golden Grizzlies are 0-2-0 on the year following a 5-1 loss versus Bowling Green and a 3-1 loss at Western Michigan. The match is scheduled for 7:00 p.m. at Rooney Field.
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On Tuesday night, Rich Hill threw eight perfect innings until third baseman Logan Forsythe committed an error during the top of the ninth inning. Hill went on to pitch the 26th no-hitter in franchise history, finishing regulation with 10 strikeouts and no walks given up. However, with the score tied at 0, the game headed to extras, where Pittsburgh hurler Juan Nicasio sat the Dodgers down in order.

In the home half of the 10th, leadoff hitter Josh Harrison homered off of an unlucky Hill to left field to give the Pirates an improbable 1-0 victory over the world’s best team. While Harrison’s homer was certainly fun to witness, the Pirates’ recent run of losses has placed them on the outskirts of playoff contention, looking in. With the top two teams in the division on hot streaks as of late, it’s unlikely that St. Louis (4.5 GB, 4-6 in L10) or Pittsburgh will be able to assume the Central’s top spot.

The Pirates’ presumed demise can be attributed to a number of things. Inconsistent play from many spots on the field has haunted the Pirates this season, and untimely injuries have helped to halt any progress that may have been made. Starling Marte’s 80-game suspension for performance-enhancing drugs was significantly harmful, and the Pirates’ lack of production from third base this year can be attributed to Jung Ho Kang’s legal issues in South Korea.

A dearth of fresh arms in the bullpen has hurt the Pirates recently, but Pittsburgh will have the opportunity to bolster its pitching staff on Sept. 1 when rosters expand from 25 to 40 players. Nevertheless, the Pirates will likely be watching the playoffs from home at this rate. I hope they prove me wrong.
SonReal breathes life into tired genre

by Sean Armstrong

SonReal’s new pop-rap album One Long Dream is lyrically phenomenal, and that is kind of surprising to say considering it is a pop-rap album. The problem going into the Canadian-born rapper’s latest outing is the sub genre. Pop-rap is something that frequently shies from greatness, be it it is a play-it-safe, easily-sellable sort of genre that many people can relate to from various perspectives — perspectives that are not always heard. Now, of course, hearing all the sides is easier said than done, but SonReal seems to call out for everyone’s got some fail, everybody needs to speak/Everybody’s got some problems, not just you and me,” which is a sentiment that everyone can keep in mind, because everyone wants to matter and everyone wants to be useful in some facet. However, what makes the album a true stroke of subtle brilliance is the opening track, “One Long Dream.” It’s more of a statement about the American Dream and subsequently the dream of any rapper, since the genre is an American original to work hard and hope that you pay off by gaining success.

Then, SonReal begins to list values almost like commandments. These are declarations everyone should follow in the long dream that SonReal lays out in his album where everyone strives to succeed. This may only be a pop-rap album, which by all means could be ignored if it were only about the music and not the message. Fortunately, rap has never just been about the music; the lyrics matter just as much. While this album’s structure may be oversaturated, it may just be the perfect breeding ground for a message of this type.

The name pop in pop-rap implies that it is familiar, and that is popular, and because of that, people will listen to this album. So what better way to get an idea across to people than to have a large platform to shout the idea from? The Long Dream is more than just another throwaway pop-rap album, it is an underlying meaning SonReal breathes into the sub genre.

While this album is not awe-inspiring and does not really try any new ground for rap as a genre, what it does do is try to start a variety of conversations. For that, this album deserves at least one thorough listen.

THE LEGEND OF KORRA

by Nicole Prieto

The Legend of Korra fanfic rejeice: Turf Wars: Part One, the official comic continuation of the hit Nickelodeon series, landed on physical and digital shelves this summer. Written by co-creator Michael Dante DiMartino, with art by Irene Koh, the comic dives straight into the aftermath of Season 4. The explosive TV finale made waves in the spirit society today and therefore are relevant topics that many people can relate to from various perspectives — perspectives that are not always heard. Now, of course, hearing all the sides is easier said than done, but SonReal seems to call out for the importance of understanding another person’s view in the song “Problems.” Echoing the chorus’ sentiment: “We’ve all got something to offer/Everybody’s got a problem, not just ones you see/Everybody’s got some failing, everybody needs to speak/Everybody’s got some problems, not just you and me,” which is understandable and then finally throw in a few verses that are snappy enough to cover up the clear-cut pattern the sub genre follows. Despite his pop-rap label, SonReal touches on a few thought-worthy values: hard work, perseverance and the value of difference.

DiMartino also explores a bit of LGBT history about their expectations as a bisexual couple in a world with varying cultural expectations on same-sex relationships. But even where they have their disagreements, DiMartino avoids delving into unnecessary melodrama. Korra and Asami are adult women with enough past relationship drama between them (i.e. Mako) and it shows. They talk out their feelings and recognize when they might be crossing into uncomfortable boundaries. In this respect, Turf Wars sets the stage that any major issues between them are going to be on a higher level. While their relationship takes center stage, it is not the only thing going on in the comic. Once back in Republic City, the metropolis’s political problems hit the pair without skipping a beat. Korra learns that the spirits are none too pleased with having a new Spirit Queen. Tickets are $35 for a televised kiss scene between them to drive that point home. Many fans paralleled the romantic atmosphere with the ending of the original Avatar: The Last Airbender Nickelodeon series, which featured a kiss between Aang and Katara. Not long after, co-creator Bryan Konietzko confirmed fan speculation that the pair were an official couple — even if they could not do a televised kiss scene between them to drive that point home. If some fans were still unconvinced, Turf Wars throws out any doubt with gusto. The comic picks up right when Korra and Asami enter the new Spirit World portal opened in Republic City. From hopping around to mushroom to underwater escapades, they take a much-needed escape from the politically tumultuous mortal world. Their vacation is cut short, however, when they mistake Lin Beifong, Mako and Bolin try to reign in the spirit’s cut pattern the sub genre follows.

SonReal grew up in the British Columbian city of Vernon. He began releasing music back in 2011 with his first single, “Where’s Waldo.” The Explosive TV finale made waves in the spirit society today and therefore are relevant topics that many people can relate to from various perspectives — perspectives that are not always heard. Now, of course, hearing all the sides is easier said than done, but SonReal seems to call out for the importance of understanding another person’s view in the song “Problems.” Echoing the chorus’ sentiment: “We’ve all got something to offer/Everybody’s got a problem, not just ones you see/Everybody’s got some failing, everybody needs to speak/Everybody’s got some problems, not just you and me,” which is a sentiment that everyone can keep in mind, because everyone wants to matter and everyone wants to be useful in some facet. However, what makes the album a true stroke of subtle brilliance is the opening track, “One Long Dream.” It’s more of a statement about the American Dream and subsequently the dream of any rapper, since the genre is an American original to work hard and hope that you pay off by gaining success.

Then, SonReal begins to list values almost like commandments. These are declarations everyone should follow in the long dream that SonReal lays out in his album where everyone strives to succeed. This may only be a pop-rap album, which by all means could be ignored if it were only about the music and not the message. Fortunately, rap has never just been about the music; the lyrics matter just as much. While this album’s structure may be oversaturated, it may just be the perfect breeding ground for a message of this type.

The name pop in pop-rap implies that it is familiar, and that is popular, and because of that, people will listen to this album. So what better way to get an idea across to people than to have a large platform to shout the idea from? The Long Dream is more than just another throwaway pop-rap album, it is an underlying meaning SonReal breathes into the sub genre.

While this album is not awe-inspiring and does not really try any new ground for rap as a genre, what it does do is try to start a variety of conversations. For that, this album deserves at least one thorough listen.
Gaming needs a sustained conversation about harassment

ZacH LANDAU
staff writer

On Aug. 16, gaming site Kotaku UK published writer Laura Kate Dale’s latest article in a series devoted to exploring online harassment. The subject of this article was John Bain, better known by his online pseudonym TotalBiscuit. Bain has been one of the more prominent critics in gaming within gaming, speaking out in particular against what he believes are unethical business practices and the quality of PC versions of games.

Bain has also been critical of more traditional games journalism, a stance that led him to participate in and support the GamerGate controversy back in Aug. 2014. Initially conducted in response to a (false) allegation of sexual favors being exchanged in the games press, GamerGate swiftly evolved into a harassment campaign particularly obsessed with out-casting the movements of female critics, writers and pundits.

Because of his support of this campaign, Bain has been the target of his own wave of harassment for his support of the movement, and this harassment was what made the context for the Kotaku UK piece.

The problem, however, is that none of this context was provided in the piece. Dale was aware of the cause of the harassment (being a victim of GamerGate herself), but unintentionally neglected to include that information in the piece. To further add insult to injury, the article was published on the anniversary of the movement, a fact pointed out by Feminist Frequency, a website whose founder, Anita Sarkeesian, was also a target of GamerGate.

Now, in any other journalistic profession, Dale and her editor, Rich Stanton, may have had some terse comments from other professionals. A statement would be made, and everyone would move on. However, since this is the video game industry, and everything has to be cut-throat all the time, Dale instead was harassed to the point of near-suicide following the article’s release, driven to temporarily shut down her social media and go offline.

All because of one simple mistake.

Look, I’m not here to tell people how to live their lives, but if your response to a journalist making a mistake is to dog-pile the poor b*stard, to attack someone for not doing the right thing when they do the right thing 99 percent of the time, then...

Well, I don’t know what to say. I really don’t. It’s sh*t, really. That’s the best I can come up with. Video games, and every industry associated with them, are just really, really sh*t. Every time something like this happens, when journalists have their lives threatened over toys or developers dare to include people of color as their protagonists, I am shocked that this is a hobby that I continue to associate myself with. The hate and vitriol reserved for an industry that only a decade ago was considered lame and nerdy is almost unprecedented.

Maybe I’m wrong about all this, but it feels like gamers, as little as that term means, are some of the meanest, cruelest types of people to exist. And I hate saying that because up until a few years ago, I would have called myself one. I have friends who proudly associate with the label — and for good reasons, too. Still, there are also those who use their hobby as a cudgel, and every time I look at the news, I brace myself for another article about a resignation or another harassment campaign.

And I don’t have a solution for this. I won’t pretend as if there is one solution, or that I of all people would have it. But I would like to return to a time when video games were not synonymous for absurd misuse and disgust.

The sad thing is that Dale’s article represented one of the stepping stones to a less-toxic gaming community. It was the latest entry in a series that explored harassment, exposed these monsters for the sadistic cretins that they are and offered some possible solutions for curtailment. It is a great series, and it could have initiated a huge push for the moderators at Twitch and YouTube to start implementing better community-management tools.

And Feminist Frequency represented the adequate criticism that is needed in journalism. It wasn’t some hateful diatribe against Dale; it was a

P!nk kicks off big return with “What About Us”

Nicolas Jozefczyk

P!nk. Just the one word might spark the thought of a color, but for many people young and old, it signifies a strong, unapologetic rock star who takes the world by storm. After a short hiatus from writing music for herself, I am thrilled to say that P!nk is finally back in the game with a new single that questions the state of the country, “What About Us,” and the announcement of her new album Beautiful Trauma.

A heavy hitter in the music industry, P!nk had been busy writing a song for Alice Through The Looking Glass, “Just Like Fire,” which peaked at number ten on the Billboard Hot 100 and went platinum in the United States. She was also featured on a Kenny Chesney track “Setting the World on Fire,” which charted number one on Billboard’s “Hot Country Songs.” Lastly, she wrote Ellen’s new theme song for her morning show, “Today’s the Day.”

Even though her singles for different projects were enough to hold fans over, what fans were craving (including myself) was a track that was all her own. That yearning was completely eliminated when she dropped “What About Us.” P!nk is no-holds-barred in this track and has created a song that seeps of today’s current political and social affairs.

For those who are not aware, P!nk is outspoken about her political opinions and does not apologize to anyone for feeling the way she does. For example, P!nk released the song “Dear Mr. President” back in 2006, which questioned the actions of then-President George W. Bush and his stances on war, homosexuality and the homeless.

Without reading too deeply into the lyrics of “What About Us,” it would be relatively easy to miss the connection between “Dear Mr. President” and this new single. On the first or second listen through, the track can come across as being a song about a broken relationship, reminiscent to an earlier single, “Who Knew.” However, after listening to it continuously, as I have done (yes, on repeat, and no, I am not ashamed), the lyrics become more

than just the feelings of a lost love.

Take these lines for example: “What about us/ What about all the broken happy ever afters.”

P!nk has been outspoken about her politics, once lambasting former President W. Bush for his stances on gay marriage and homelessness.

see P!NK — page 11
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see KOTAKU — page 11
‘What About Us’ heralds singer’s return

On the surface, these lyrics can be taken as P!nk questioning her past relationship with whomever. But examining them through the context of the singer’s staunch politics, they suddenly become a very obvious allegory for current U.S. politics.

The music video released for the song perfectly portrays this atmosphere, but in a more artistic and subtle way. The beginning of the music video showcases short speeches as well as P!nk getting her head shaved, which cuts to short focuses on a small family and then an African American man who all appear to be in a rundown parking lot. During the second verse of the song, there is dancing between two men that seems painful and longing, which I personally attribute to showing the struggles of homosexual relationships due to bigotry and bias.

There is also a lot of color symbolism in “What About Us” that makes it quite apparent that this song deals mainly with the United States. For example, P!nk in a couple scenes is very blatantly wearing blue eye shadow, one man has a part of his head colored red, there are red and blue flashing cop car lights and hidden in the background of one of the shots is a small American flag.

The song itself is strong, but when paired to the music video, it speaks volumes. P!nk released a powerful single that shows what is happening right now with hatred, and I can only imagine that other strong and meaningful music is yet to come off of her next album. P!nk is back.

Like taking photos?
Email Photo Editor Kailey Love at lovek@duq.edu to become a photographer for The Duke.

Prof joins poli sci department

want to be involved with [politics]...everybody should be given a voice in that. It’s not just the privilege of a small group of people that are powerful. Everybody, if they’re doing so responsibly, should have a voice in the political community.”

POLI SCI — from page 2

Games journ harrassed

KOTAKU — from page 10

simple condemnation that Dale and Stanton more or less agreed with. A statement was made, and by all accounts, the writers will be more careful with how their writing can unintentionally be endorsement.

In a vacuum, this could have been a fantastic example of how criticism is meant to help people grow. In an industry desperately in need of professionalism, this incident should have been a representation of how professionals handle contentious situations. Instead, it turned into another mud-flinging episode, another in a long string of unfortunate incidents that seem to only get nastier and nastier. And what a shame that is.
‘Turf Wars’ picks up where series left off

KORRA — from page 9

warring gangs fighting to preserve or take over one another’s turfs. Among the chaos, the new Triple Threat Triad leader, Tokuga, stakes his claim as the series’ ruthless, primary antagonist. As usual, the Avatar universe does not shy away from the harsh realities of war-torn displacement, environmental impact and political circuses.

The story, overall, couples well with Koh’s dynamic, rougher-around-the-edges art than seen in prior Avatar comics. At the cost of making Part One almost entirely about their relationship, Turf Wars does sensitively address LGBT issues without diving into chapters-long, historical information dumps. It is not only a love letter to queer fans who grew up watching The Last Airbender and Legend of Korra; it is also a good dose of world-building not touched on by many franchises that cater to younger audiences. Expect Part Two in January 2018.

On this day in history . . .

79 - Mount Vesuvius eruptes and buries Pompeii.
1215 - Pope Innocent III declares Magna Carta invalid
1572 - St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre
1787 - Mozart completes his violin and piano sonata in A
1847 - Charlotte Bronte finishes her manuscript of “Jane Eyre”
1853 - First potato chips prepared by Chef George Crum
1891 - Thomas Edison patents motion picture camera
1932 - Amelia Earhart completes her first transcontinental, non-stop flight.
1939 - Germany and the USSR sign a 10-year non-aggression pact
1949 - North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) goes into effect
1968 - Northern Ireland’s first civil rights march held
1993 - Mars Observer comes closest to Mars
2015 - Mark Zuckerberg announces that for the first time one billion people logged onto Facebook